ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation has remained an area of interest in image coding from its evolution. The accuracy of image coding and the processing efficiency of such systems are dependent on the processing algorithm used. The processing coefficient and the regions extracted are the major concern in deriving the resource overhead and its application in real time usage. Recently among various applications of medical image processing Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has gained high interest, due to new technology development in image capturing devices, which gives the digitized image details and the computation algorithm results in faster processing of such samples.
The automation of medical image processing and tumor processing has been focused, due to its higher criticality level. With the increase in new diseases, brain tumor is observed to be on higher rate. Various causes are responsible for the rise of such diseases extending from the common life style to genetical disorderness. However, many of the tumors are detected on the later stages which result in various disasters. It is easier in removal of a smaller tumor at the early stages, which minimizes the spreading risk as well health hazards.
In the progress of automated process, computer based diagnosis has a higher degree of advantage, which are on a rapid development stage [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The development with the new technologies upcoming in visualization and modelling, has given a new paradigm for tumor detection. The critical format of the tumor structure has resulted in detection error and classification issues [6] . The available approach of visualization, has given the opportunity in building new approach of automation system based on learning approaches [9] .
The tumor observed in the brain regions are broadly classified as 1) Benign Tumors, 2) Effected Tumor. Where in benign tumors are small tumor region spread to a small area region. This type of effects is limited to small region of brain and can be treated with surgery or radiation treatment. Whereas the effected type of tumor is observed to be highly effective, where tumor region spreads out in a random manner and an early detection could prevent it. In case of later stage detection this is highly effective.
A substantial methodological framework including new data analysis method was developed in [10] to meet the challenge of working with big data. The effective image coding determination for MRI and panoramic approach for surveillance for cancer detection in tumor image detection was outlined in [11] . Various stages of image processing were used for tumor detection using basic primary filtration, segmentation approach and filtration approach. The CAD system [12] has been developed with various additional input features such as EEG information and tumor symptoms. The EEG signal processing for tumor detection has an advantage of additional feature representation and given new advantage of tumor detection for lower grade tumor detection at early stage. An approach of tumor detection using Matlab is outlined in [13, 14] . The approach defines the extraction and processing of MRI sample for tumor detection based on noise removal function, segmentation, and morphological operation. The approach of automated localization of the approach presented was outlined in this work. In [15] an artificial neural network approaches by Back propagation network and probabilistic neural network was presented. Osher and Sethian [16] presented a contour based coding called "Level set" (LS) method.
This method has the advantage to counter topological changes in the contours observed at the bounding regions of an image. Regularization of level set method brings an accuracy with the objective of faster segmentation, however, the initial seed selection and the stopping criterion are unbound in the conventional system. This leads to an over fitting problem, which intern result in slower segmentation process. The limiting criterion tends to manual errors and result in extra iterations or earlier stopping. This problem is addressed in this paper, and a novel approach of image segmentation for MRI samples is proposed. the defining approach, has an automated stopping criterion developed using the proposed approach called "valley point" (VP) approach, where the convergence is made dynamic by detecting crossover point in the valley region of level set variation.
The rest of the paper is presented in 6 sections. The conventional method of level set coding is outlined in section 2. The proposed approach of modified level set coding is outlined in section 3. Section 4 outlines the result obtained for the developed approach. The concluding remarks for the developed approach are made in section 5.
LEVEL SET SEGMENTATION
Generally, the level set approach is a technique for tracking region and its bounding regions. The significance of level set method is the structural representation of the bounding region in an evolutionary manner. The curve evolution involves the surface and grid parameterization of the region. In level set approach, an initial zero level set is used as an initiation value to start the convergence. In the evolution is based on the emerging curvature region or the bounding region, which were taken as an interior shape region or zero at the outer bound region. The level set approach is defined as a closed curvature using defining function termed as level set function. In this approach, when the curve moves with as speed, the level set function need to satisfy,
Here, |.| is defined as the Euclidean norm, and 't' is time of observation. The level set function is defined as a partial differential equation, which follow the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, and solved using finite difference and Cartesian grid method. The bounded region is defined as an evolving of 2 dimensional data in a 3 dimensional space. The smoothing parameter for this function is given by, ( , , ) , where ( , , ) = 0, represents the closing boundness of the curve. For a given level set ( , , ) = 0, set as a zero level set function, the whole region is divided into internal and external region of curve. The Signed Distance Function (SDF) is given by,
Where 'd' is the shortest distance between the points on the surface and the curve. In the evolution process, it is traced to satisfy the constraint,
The movement formula for the curve evolution is given by,
Here ′ ′ is the speed function, which is defined with the evolution of curve and the gradient of the image pixel. The speed function is defined as a function of the image information and the ideal value of zero at the target edge region. The curve evolution is dependent on the gradient of the image pixel in this case.
The basic approach in this method is to localize the region into two regions of required regions and the background. For a simple case I(x,y) has two regions which are denoted by the intensity values of c1 and c2. The curve of region 1 is denoted by c 0 the fitting function defined by Mumford-shah [15] model is given by,
Where 'C' is the evolving curve, and ′ ′, ′ ′ ′ are the constant values. The length(c) is the length of the closed border c and area inside is the area under the bounding curve. # , # are the step constant parameters. The two constant values are defined by the user observation and the limiting issue is then lead to either over fitting or constraint iteration. This process leads to slower curve evolution or low accurate curves. These limitations bound the efficiency of level set approach in critical applications, such as MRI image segmentation, where faster and accurate image segmentation is a prime need. To overcome the issue of stopping criterion, in this paper, a fast convergence coding approach is suggested. This approach has the significance of accurate and exact stopping of curve evolution, improving segmentation efficiency.
PROPOSED VALLEY PEAK FAST CONVERGENCE CODING
For the region segmentation of a tumor in a MRI sample, level set coding is defined as a set of points. These set of points are evolved towards an edge region, where the edge region and forced to move towards the bounding region governed by the gradient of the evolution characteristics. The level set function is given by equation (6) defines two evolution regions, where the initial region is defined by the evolution of contour region having pixel values greater than a limiting value of . This approach of evolution, i.e. contour which is based on the limiting condition is called the soft thresholding approach. The second factor tries to converge towards the outer boundary region in the image. Here the region movement is based on the gradient map and the convergence of region is limited by the minimization criterion of ( , , ) = 0. Here the evolution is a derived as a set of contour and as observed based on image intensities. It is observed that, the region convergence depends on the iterations given or the minimization criterion set. The convergence is achieved once the curve tends to the minimization of ( , , ). However, the bounding condition of the curve evolution is limited with user defined values, which tends to the constraint of over computation or under computation issue. These issues leads to delay or lower accuracy in segmentation process.
As the curve evolution is a function of image gradient |∇ |, the bounding condition cannot be limited for segmentation. The gradient variation is observed to be dynamic for each sample and hence dynamic limiting values are appropriate. This leads to the development of automated bounding consist in level set coding for faster and accurate converges. To achieve this objective an approach called "Valley peak" estimation is proposed. the approach is based on the characteristic analysis of the level set variation.
In the evolution of level set function, it is observed that, once the convergence criterion met, i.e. The cost function is achieving the curve evolution is to be terminated.
The cost function is defined as / = min(|%( , ) − | ) , → ( ( , , ) = 0
The minimum difference in the difference in closed region of curve evolved tending to the curve bounding condition of ( ( , , ) = 0
With this objective the level set function is defined with a new bounding condition defined as,
The level set function is bounded here with the condition of a zero cross value z defined by
Which is defined as the variation in the two successive observation at 't' and 't+1' of generated level set function defining the curve evolution.
The termination condition is defined as,
The terminating status S is set high to stop the curve evolution condition once the zero cross value is obtained. This variation is illustrated in figure 1. This characteristic analysis illustrates a sharp variation in the level set evolution, where it is observed that the levels set value tends to lower until the bounding curve regions are detected. There in after the curve increases due to evolution in region c2, which is observed to have the higher gradient variation with curve evolution process. The valley peak point in this evolution represent the barrier of translating the process from C1 to C2 region, hence a termination can be made at this point.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed system has been tested using different MR images of brain tumor, which were collected from Database as well as hospital. These images are in larger size of 1064 X 1064 resolution. They are resized using scrapping. The final scrapped images of size of 250 X 250 resolution with gray colour intensity is as shown in figure 2 , which consists of tumor region as well as suspicious non tumor region. In order to segment the tumor region, the proposed algorithm has been applied which results the iteration of level set starts from the seed point. The selection of the seed point was carried out automatically using a highest pixel intensity in the image. The evaluation of the level set has been carried out with the constraint and tending to optimize the cost function given by equation (7). The evaluation terminates at valley peak point i.e. zero cross value is obtained. The segmented region of interest is represented by red curve as shown in figure 3. The characteristic analysis of proposed method has been carried out with the following observations and computation issues are discussed as compared to DRLSE method.
The area variation graph is drawn as shown in figure 5 , which is plotted as area of segmented image versus number of iterations. Using proposed algorithm, the variation of area is between 80 and 82 iterations as compared to DRLSE method is approximately 120 iterations. Similarly, the edge variation analysis is also carried out and is as shown in the figure 6. From the graph, the edge variation is significant till 72 nd iteration for the proposed approach and 120 plus iteration for the DRLSE method.
Finally, the level set characteristic is illustrated in figure 7 . The variation observed clearly reveals a zero crossing detection at 80 iterations. The computation made after 80 is the over computation which results in the same tumor region but with additional computation effort. From the results it shows that the computation times for sample 1, sample 2 and sample 3 using proposed method are 32.2, 27.3 and 37.4 respectively as compared to DRLSE method i.e. 44. 3, 56.7 and 49.3 respectively. From the comparison, it shows that the proposed method's computation time is less than the DRLSE method. The same is shown in figure 11 using convergence plot. 
CONCLUSIONS
An approach to image segmentation based on level set approach is developed for an MRI tumor image detection. level set coding where the valley coding is used for region marking as stopping criterion. The convergence time for the region detection and segmentation is comparatively faster for the proposed approach as compared to the conventional distance-regularizing approach. The curve evolution approach in this case is observed to be faster converged due to appropriate detection of region variation in level set obtained for MRI sample. The comparison in the detected approach illustrate the accuracy of region localization with faster convergence.
